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Bagley/Macedonia Park History

Macedonia Park
was a historically
Black, formerly
unincorporated
residential area

in Buckhead

Due to petitioning
from Garden Hills

Women's Club in the  
1940s/1950s,

County
Commissioners

voted to condemn
the neighborhood to

make a park

Residents of
Bagley Park were
expelled/displace
d, and Bagley Park

was a green
spaces by the

mid-1950s

Bagley Park,
renamed for William
Bagley, a prominent
Black refugee from

Forsyth County,
sustained between

300 and 400
residents at its

height



WATER & SEWAGE
The condemnation of Bagley Park was

primarily centered on the notion that the area's

sewage was endangering surrounding

neighborhoods

LACK OF PARKS/GREEN SPACES
Both County Commissioners and the GHWC

repeatedly emphasized the lack of public green

spaces and demand for more

STATE OF DISREPAIR
Bagley Park was also characterized as unsafe,

dillapidated, and in a state of general disrepair

BAGLEY PARK FOR CONDEMNATION
Discussion of Bagley Park explicitly stated the

neighborhood would be condemned to turn

into green space

Key Assumptions of the Previous



RIPPLES IN THE
FABRIC

We have found some evidence to suggest at least some of the previous may
be untrue.















NEXT STEPS

Evaluating additional source volume, expanding into property records



UNKNOWNS
Were surrounding white neighborhoods, like Garden Hills, on county water? 

Could the county have extended water/sewage services to Bagley Park? Was this

alternative offered? How much would it have cost to do so?

Were concerns over water and sewage legitimate? Is there repeat documentation

from various entities in Fulton County?

Why did Fulton County prioritize the interests of the Garden Hills Women’s Club?

Was there a social or financial connection between the two entities?

Why would the city buy houses in a condemnation area only to attempt to sell them?

For property owners, what was the difference between the assessed and market

values of their homes?

Can we determine the outcome of Bagley Park residents after their displacement?



NEW TO-DO'S
Establish contact with Elon Osby (a direct descendant of William Bagley) in hopes of

evaluating additional source volume

Pay a visit to the Georgia Historical Society in Savannah for records of KKK influence

in Fulton County

Continue to “paint the picture” of Bagley Park using city directories, topographical

maps, etc.

Analyze relevant County Commissioner minutes for discriminatory/racialized

attitudes towards Bagley Park residents

Analyze Public Works records on the decision not to extend water works to Bagley

Park



Questions?


